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Periodic phenomena in the Adams- 
Novikov spectral sequence 

By HAYNES R. MILLER, DOUGLAS C. RAVENEL, 
and W. STEPHEN WILSON 

Introduction 

The problem of understanding the stable homotopy ring has long been 
one of the touchstones of algebraic topology. Low dimensional computation 
has proceeded slowly and has given little insight into the general structure 
of 7ws(S0). In recent years, however, infinite families of elements of 7rs (S0) 
have been discovered, generalizing the image of the Whitehead J-homomor- 
phism. In this work we indicate a general program for the detection and 
description of elements lying in such infinite families. This approach shows 
that every homotopy class is, in some attenuated sense, a member of such 
a family. 

For our algebraic grip on homotopy theory we shall employ S. P. 
Novikov's analogue of the Adams spectral sequence converging to the stable 
homotopy ring. Its E2-term can be described algebraically as the cohomology 
of the Landweber-Novikov algebra of stable operations in complex cobordism. 
In his seminal work on the subject, Novikov computed the first cohomology 
group and showed that it was canonically isomorphic to the image of J away 
from the prime 2. When localized at an odd prime p these elements occur 
only every 2(p - 1) dimensions; so this first cohomology group has a periodic 
character. Our intention here is to show that the entire cohomology is built 
up in a very specific way from periodic constituents. Our central applica- 
tion of these ideas is the computation of the second cohomology group at 
odd primes. 

By virtue of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence this information has 
a number of homotopy-theoretic consequences. The homotopy classes St, 
t > 1, in the p-component of the (2(p2 - 1)t - 2(p - 1) - 2)-stem for p > 3, 
constructed by L. Smith, are detected here. Indeed, it turns out that all 
elements with Adams-Novikov filtration exactly 2 are closely related to the 
, family. The lowest dimensional elements of filtration 2 aside from the fi 
family itself are the elements denoted ej by Toda. The computation of the 
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second cohomology provides an upper bound on the number of elements 
generalizing the s/s. We also show that p never divides St. 

The formalism of our approach is remarkably convenient. It shows for 
example that the nontriviality of 8, for all t > 1 and all p > 3 follows 
immediately from a slight reformulation of Novikov's calculation of the 
first cohomology group. Similarly, and more importantly, using the second 
cohomology we are able to prove that H. Toda's elements at in the p-com- 
ponent of the (2(p8 - 1)t - 2(p2 - 1) - 2(p - 1) - 3)-stem are nontrivial 
for all t > 1 and all p > 5. Products are also quite easily studied; for 
example, we give a condition on t guaranteeing that afiS, # 0 in x8(S'). 

Since Novikov's work a number of advances in our understanding of 
complex cobordism and its operations have occurred. A remarkable and 
useful connection between complex cobordism and formal groups was 
discovered by D. Quillen. Quillen used this to split up the localization of 
complex cobordism at a prime p. The summands in this splitting are 
suspensions of the Brown-Peterson theory BP, which thus contains all the 
information of complex cobordism at the prime p. Quillen's work was put 
on a firm computational basis by M. Hazewinkel's construction of canonical 
polynomial generators v,, of dimension 2(p -1) for the coefficient ring 
BP* - Z() [v1, V2, ...]. As a result of these advances it is easier to use the 
smaller theory BP when dealing with a problem one prime at a time, and 
we do so. It is also more convenient to use the dual of the algebra of BP 
operations; and for any comodule M over the resulting "coalgebra" BP*BP, 
we shall write H'(M) for the graded cohomology group Ext"BpBp(BP*, M). 
Thus our object of study is H*(BP*), and our main computation gives 
H2(BP*). 

The discovery which motivated the present research is due to Jack 
Morava, and the program described here is an outgrowth of his work. 
Morava proved a "localization theorem" identifying the cohomology group 
H*(v2 BP*/(p, v1, *Y, v,_1)) with the continuous cohomology of a certain 
p-adic Lie group already familiar in local algebraic number theory. This 
relation led to a striking finiteness result for these cohomology groups, and 
to their computation in various cases. In a sense, the machine described in 
this paper reconstructs the Adams-Novikov E2-term H*(BP*) from these 
localized groups. 

More specifically, we construct a long exact sequence of comodules 
0 -* BP* -MO - M - 0M2 - 

in which M" is "vs-local," in the sense that v, acts bijectively and M" is 
vi-torsion for all i < n. Thus for example MO = pa1 BP* - Q 0 BP*. The 
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cohomology H*(Mn) can be recovered from Morava's cohomology groups by 
a chain of n exact couples of Bockstein type, since Ma can be obtained from 
v&'BP*/(p, v1, *.., v.1) by introducing higher torsion one generator at a 
time. Application of H*(-) to the displayed long exact sequence now leads 
in the usual way to a spectral sequence converging to H*(BP*). We call it 
the "chromatic" spectral sequence. In it, E1l * H*(Mfl) is "monochro- 
matic," and differentials may be thought of as "interference." The entire 
spectral sequence is of course an algebraically defined object. The sub- 
quotient of H*(BP*) associated with Ml' constitutes the "n" order periodic 
part" of the Adams-Novikov E2-term. Thus ImJ exemplifies first order 
periodicity, the f8 family is second order, and the y family is third order. 
Morava's finiteness theorems imply that the chromatic spectral sequence 
exhibits a broken vanishing parabola: if p - 1 does not divide n then 
Hi(Ml) = 0 for i > n2. In this case nth order periodicity can occur in 

Hi(BP*) only for n? i< ? n2 + n. One of the most useful features of the 
spectral sequence is that such elements of Hi(BP*) are represented by 
classes in Hi-f(M"). Since computational difficulties tend to increase with 
cohomological degree, this reduction results in substantial simplifications. 
In fact, the computation of H2(BP*) reduces to the determination of H0(M2), 
which is a subgroup of M2 and hence can be studied relatively easily. 

Before the appearance of Morava's localization theorem it appeared 
that one should study periodic families in homotopy by means of periodic 
homology theories, since the Adams-Novikov E2-term itself appeared to be 
formidably complex. For each n, Morava had constructed a theory K(n) 
on which v. acted as a periodicity operator. K(1) is a factor of mod p 
complex K-theory, and one hoped to detect higher periodic families by 
means of these higher K-theories in analogy with Adams' detection of Im J 
by means of ordinary K-theory. This more geometric approach is still 
likely to bear fruit. It is closely related to the algebraic program initiated 
here; for example, the p-adic groups appearing in the localization theorem 
act as stable operations on the K(n)'s. 

The choice of BP as a detecting theory for infinite families is not 
entirely a matter of personal preference. To describe the favored role it 
appears to play in homotopy theory we must briefly describe the method of 
constructing the periodic families in 7rs (SI) studied here. This program as 
well as the realization of the special utility of complex cobordism is due to 
Larry Smith. 

Periodic families arise from a self-map I: Sd V-- V of a finite complex 
V such that 0 is neither nilpotent nor a homotopy equivalence. Such self- 
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maps appear to be rare in nature. All known examples share the property 
that they induce nontrivial and in fact non-nilpotent maps in BP homology. 
Homotopy elements can be constructed by means of the composition 

Sd - Sdt V V > Sk 

where the first map is the inclusion of the bottom cell and the last map is 
the projection to the top cell. 

The fact that these self-maps have BP-filtration zero leads one to hope 
that the resulting homotopy classes in 7r,(S0) have BP filtration which is 
small and (at least for t large) independent of t. This has in fact always 
proved to be the case. The detection of these elements thus reduces to the 
algebraic problem of showing that they are nontrivial in the E2-term 
H*(BP*) of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence. This is in contrast to 
the situation in the classical Adams spectral sequence, in which these ele- 
ments occur in filtration increasing with t. The algebra rapidly becomes 
prohibitively difficult, and information at the E2 level will no longer suffice. 
In a sense, the present work provides machinery for maximizing the 
homotopy-theoretic consequences one may deduce from the existence of 
such self-maps. There is still much to be done in this program, and many 
more homotopy-theoretic questions could be answered by pressing these 
calculations further. 

The paper is divided into ten sections. 
1. Recollections 
2. Statement of results 
3. The chromatic spectral sequence 
4. H*Mol 
5. HOMn 
6. HoM2 
7. Computation of the differential 
8. On certain products 
9. The Thom reduction 

10. Concluding remarks 
After recalling conventions regarding BP, we state in Section 2 our 

principal results on the Novikov E2-term and deduce from them a variety 
of homotopy-theoretic consequences. Next we construct the chromatic 
spectral sequence and outline our program for computing its E1-term. The 
succeeding three sections are devoted to this computation in the range we 
need. Then in Section 7 we derive H2(BP*) for p ? 3 and prove that 7t 
survives to the Novikov E2-term; combined with Section 2 this completes 
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the proof of the nontriviality of mt, and furthermore shows that p does not 
divide at for any t. 

Next we present a selection of results on products of alphas and betas; 
this implies the nontriviality of a large collection of hitherto inaccessible 
products in stable homotopy; these are described in Section 2. Finally we 
compare ExtP*BP(BP*, BP*) with Extl.(Fp, Fp), A* the dual Steenrod algebra 
at the odd prime p, and deduce an upper bound on the survivors in that 
group. We conclude with a discussion of various questions which are raised 
or made accessible by this work. 

Readers interested only in the detection of the <t's can avoid a good 
deal of the paper. After reading Sections 1 and 3 and the relevant part of 
2 the gamma hunter need read only the very beginnings of Sections 4 and 
5, all of 6 and the first part of 7. 

We wish to thank Jack Morava for the inspiration and guidance he 
provided us during the formative stages of this work, and John Moore for 
his encouragement and advice once it was under way. We also benefited 
from some stimulating correspondence with David Baird. We would like to 
thank Larry Smith, Raphael Zahler, David Johnson and Idar Hansen for 
their interest in the development of this project. All three authors were 
supported in part by the NSF. Special thanks are due to Princeton Univer- 
sity and The Institute for Advanced Study for their support of various 
combinations of authors during the research for and preparation of this 
paper. 

1. Recollections on BP and the Adams-Novikov 
spectral sequence 

Let p be a prime number and let BP denote the Brown-Peterson [4] 
ring-spectrum at p constructed by Quillen [24]. Thus H*(BP) = Z(,,[m,,m,, - - - ] 
for canonical generators Mi of dimension 2(p' - 1). Under the Hurewicz 
map 7ri(BP) is embedded in H*(BP) as Z(P,)[v, v2, *- *], where the vi are 
Hazewinkel's generators [6], [7], described inductively by 

(1.1) On = Pmo, - E_1 *,-imi. 
These allow one to translate into homotopy the formulae of Quillen [24] (as 
interpreted by Adams [3]) for the diagonal A: BP*BP -BP*BP?BP*BP*BP 
and the right unit 7R: BP* - BP*BP: 

(1.2) Ei ni(Atj) =m t 0 j 
I 

(1.3) rRmE = mtEi+!=' i 
where m0n = to = 1 and BP*BP = BP*[t1, t2, ...]I 1tiI = 2(pi - 1). We also 
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have the left unit 'L: BP, BP*BP by 2LV% = v", the augmentation 
s: BP*BP BP* by ev, = v", sty = 0, and the Hopf conjugation c: BP*BP 
BP*BP defined inductively by 

(1.4) Mito(Ctk)+ = ) M?3 - 

Definition 1.5 An ideal I c BP* is invariant if and only if I * BP*BP 
BP*BP * L a e BP* is invariant mod I if and only if 7ra -7La mod I- BP*BP. 

Landweber ([10]; see also [18], [9]) showed that the only invariant prime 
ideals are (with vt = p) 
(1.6) In = (p v, *v ...v) , <0 n <c. 

Many results concerning 1R and A mod In may be found in [25], among them: 
(1.7) v)Rv, =-vf, + vtPr - vPt, mod I,. 

For a direct proof of this formula see [161; it was also discovered by 
Landweber. 

For a spectrum X, M= BP*X carries a natural associative, unitary 
coaction A: M-+ BP*BP @BP*M. In general a BP*-module M together with 
such a map * will be called a left BP*BP-comodule; right comodules are 
defined analogously. 

It will be a notational convenience in the sequel to have BP*BP coacting 
from the right. Note that the categories of left comodules and of right 
comodules are naturally equivalent, by means of the following standard 
device. Let (M, *L) be a left comodule. Regard M as a right BP*-module 
(BP* is commutative), and define /R = TO IL where T makes the diagram 

BP BP Z(p) M ---c-M)Moz BP*BP 

BP*BP?BP*M- - M0Bp BP*BP 
commute; here c is the Hopf conjugation. Then AR is a right coaction on M. 

Henceforth all left comodules will be tacitly converted to right 
comodules via this device. 

Given a comodule M we may define 

(1.8) H*M = ExtBP*BP(BP*, M) = H*(Q*M, d) 
where the cobar complex Q*M is the DGZ(p)-module with 

(1.9) W M = M8Bp*,BP*BP 8BP,* * * ' BP*BP*BP 

(t factors of BP*BP) and differential d of degree +1 given by 

(1.10) d( (D X1 (D ***) = ' 1)tmx" (D Xi (D * * *t 
+ 1 Vi m (-) &n xl E) * )x' Xox" (D .. * * t 
V(-l onx,& ... oxtol 
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where Axi x' x"' and Ainm = m' 0 in". 
Then for a spectrum X there is a spectral sequence, due to Adams [1], 

[3], and Novikov [21], with E2 = H*(BP*X), which converges if X is con- 
nective to the localization at p of the stable homotopy wr*(X). 

Remark 1.11. Note that H0M c M, so cycles are unique and induced 
maps are easy to evaluate. One motivation for the program of this paper 
is to reduce the computation of higher Ext groups to an HI computation. 
In the case M = BP*/I where I is an invariant ideal (see 1.5), HIM is just 
the mod I reduction of the group of all a e BP* which are invariant mod L 

Note 1.12. Note that if Mi 0 0 for i E 0 mod q, q = 2(p - 1), then 
Ht"M= 0 also for i E 0 mod q. This holds for example if M = BP*/I,. 

Note 1.13. Since Q? is exact, an exact sequence 
0 -- M' - M - M" -/ 0 

of comodules induces a natural long exact sequence 

0 HfM' - HjMfj , HIM" H jjM' 
in Ext. 

Note. 1.14. Q*(BP*/I") is a tensor algebra, and the differential clearly 
acts as a derivation. More generally, if the comodule M is annihilated by 
In, then Q*M is a DGQ*(BP*/In)-module. Thus H*M is a module over the 
algebra H*(BP*/II). 

Note 1.15. The cobar complex contains a smaller normalized cobar 
complex n*M given by 

f2'M = M?BP. ker (s) ?BP * . ? BP ker (s) 
with t factors of ker (s) c BP*BP. The inclusion is as usual a chain- 
equivalence (see [5]). Now ker(s) is (q - 1)-connected, so if M is (n - 1)- 
connected then QtM is (qt + n - 1)-connected, and we have: 

LEMMA 1.16 [21]. If M is an (n - 1)-connected comodule then HtM is 
(qt + n - 1)-connected. 

Remark 1.17. In fact [36], H2tM is (pqt + n - 1)-connected and 
H2t+'M is ((pt + 1)q + m - 1)-connected; but we do not need this stronger 
vanishing line here. 

2. Statement of results 
This section contains a statement of our main results, some of which 

were announced in [15]. We begin with our results on E2 of the Novikov 
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spectral sequence for the sphere. 
For the purpose of establishing notation, we recall first the structure 

of H'BP* at an odd prime p. (For remarks on p = 2, see ? 4.) If n ? 0 and 
s > 1 then vasP is invariant mod p+l': that is, v-P' e H0(BP*/p"+'). Define 

(2.1) a8PA/n+1 = d(vlPn) e H1BP* 
where S is the boundary-homomorphism associated as in Note 1.13 to the 
short exact sequence 

pn+l 
0 BP* > BP* ->BP*/p+ > 0 

THEOREM 2.2. Let p be odd. 
a) (Novikov [21]) H1BP* is generated by aP"/,+1 for n > 0, p l' s > 1. 

aJP,/,+1 has order pfl+l 

b) For m, n > O and s, t > 1, 

a8pmm/+1atpn/n+i 
= 0 

Theorem 2.2 a) is proved in Section 4 (Remark 4.9), and Theorem 2.2 
b) in Section 8 (Theorem 8.18). We shall abbreviate apm,/ to a8pm. 

Remark 2.3. Novikov proved a) and showed moreover that the 
p-primary component of the image of the J-homomorphism maps isomor- 
phically to H'BP* for an odd prime p. Since it is known that products of 
elements of odd order in Im J are 0, b) follows from the multiplicativity of 
the Novikov spectral sequence. Our proof of Theorem 2.2 however is purely 
algebraic. 

Turn now to H2BP*. Let a, = 1 and a,, = p + p'-l - 1 for n > 1. 
The results of [16] (proved also in ? 5 below) imply that certain classes 8BPn/j 
for n > 0, p 4> s > 1, 1 < j < an with j ? pn if s = 1, generate the submodule 
of H2BP* of elements of order p. Our basic algebraic result is simply that 

,8,P",I is divisible by pi if and only if pi j j < a,-i 
To be precise, define elements x, e v-1 BP* by 

XO V2 , 

(2.4) Xi XP - V-1V2 

X2= XPi - V- P 2 - V P22p V3 

= XP1 - 2vbnVpn-p'-1+1 for n ? 3, 

with bn= (p + l)(p' - 1) for n>1. Now if s>1 and p Ij ! a,_i with 
j ? pn if s = 1, then (pi+l, vji) is invariant and x, G H0BP*/(pi+', vi). The 
element x, lies in 
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despite the v-1 which appears in its definition. Let 

(2.5) /%pnl/j, i+1 =3'(3"x, e H2BP* 

where 3' (resp. (") is the boundary associated to E' (resp. E"): 
Pi+ 1 

E':O , BP* BP* - BP*/Pi+l > O 

E": 0 - BP*/p + - BP*/pt+' - BP*/(p +' vI) - . 
We shall abbreviate 3 pn/ to t8 

P/, 
and 8,pi,/8 to RBP. 

THEOREM 2.6. Let p be odd. H2BP* is a direct sum of cyclic subgroups 
generated by R p",; i+1 for n > 0, p 4' s > 1, j > 1, i > 0, subject to 

i) j :!< P" if S = ly 

ii) pi I j _ asi and 
iii) anf-1 < j if pi+l I j- 

,8p'n j'i+1 has order p'+?. 
Theorem 2.2 shows that ,P,, i+, is indecomposable. The internal dimen- 

sion of is 2(p2 - 1)spn - 2(p - 1)j. 
For H3BP* we have only partial information, of which we state only 

the highlights here. For t > 1, let yt e H3BP* denote the obvious triple 
boundary of v3 e H0BP*/(p, v1, v2). 

THEOREM 2.7. Let p be odd. Then at + 0 for all t > 1. 
The proofs of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 are completed in Section 7. 
We remark that the second author has shown that p ' 'at for t r O 1 

mod p; see Section 10. 

THEOREM 2.8. Let pbe odd, n>Oy ps>ly 1<j a. with j_ p" if 
s=1. 

a) alfp-1 =-/1 
b) In H3BP*, y aj,5 l 0 if and only if one of the following conditions 

holds. 
i) i 1 and either s E -1(p) or s-1(p+ 
ii) j1 1ands=p-1, 
iii) i > 1 + a,(UJ-D1). 

The only linear relations among these elements are 

allsJp2%+ p= sa1,6JP2 -1 

am 2 ~ -2safl8 2,?2- it P n ? 1 Cls~p '+2/2+a^n+l =2slB~P~n2 P 
>1 

c) If 0 # amfiApn/j e H3BP* then it is divisible by at least p; whenever 
o < ? n and j < an-i. 

d) For all m? O and t 2?1, yatpm1M+1/gpn/j = taJfiPn/j-tPm+1. 
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Here >(a) is the largest v such that p' Ia, and by convention = 0 
for j iO. 

These results are proved in Section 8. 
We may now appeal to the Novikov spectral sequence to deduce facts 

about the p-component of the stable homotopy ring wz*(S0). We shall use 
two accessory facts about this spectral sequence: its multiplicative structure 
and its behavior with respect to certain cofiber sequences. We recall the 
latter from [8]. 

Let 

(2.9) Xi X X" 

be a cofiber sequence, and let 

a: criX" -*ri-X' 

be the associated "geometric" boundary homomorphism, induced from 
h: X" HEX'. Suppose that BP*(h) 0. Then (2.9) induces a short exact 
sequence in BP-homology and there results from Note 1.13 an "algebraic" 
boundary homomorphism 

a: H8BPX" - H8?+BP*Xt. 

LEMMA 2.10 [8]. If X G H8BP*X" survives to x e 11*(X"), then Ax G 
Hs8'BP*X' survives to ax G w*(X'). 

We also rely upon the following geometric input. Let V(-1) = S' be 
the sphere spectrum. For n = 0, 1 (Adams [2]), 2 (Smith [29]), and 3 (Toda 
[34]), there is for p > 2n a cofibration sequence 

(2.11) E2(pn-1) V(n - 1) On V(n - 1) - V(n) 

such that f induces multiplication by ve, in BP-homology of V(n - 1). The 
self-maps a induce periodic families of elements in wz*(S0) as follows. Let 
an: 7i(V(n)) - ric2(pn- )(V(n - 1)) be the boundary homomorphism induced 
by (2.11), and let c: S' V(n - 1) be the inclusion of the bottom cell. Then 
define, for t > 1, 

at = ao(5ie) P >-3, 
St = a01(012C), I p > 5, 
Yt = ,0a1a2(03C) I p > 7 . 

Now On induces an injection in BP-homology, so Lemma 2.10 applies. 
Thus, by their construction, the classes a,, 8t,,,t survive in the Novikov 
spectral sequence to the stable homotopy element of the same name. 
Furthermore, none of these elements can be hit by a Novikov differential 
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because their homological degree is too low (see Note 1.12). Since Theorems 
2.2a), 2.6, and 2.7 insure that they are nonzero in E2, we have: 

THEOREM 2.12. a) (Toda [33]) For p > 3 and t > 1, a, # 0 in zr*(SO). 
b) (Smith [29]]) For p ? 5 and t > 1, f3t i 0 in z*(S0). 
b)' Furthermore p does not divide flt in z'*(S0). 
c) For p > 7 and t > 1, Y t, # 0 in *c(SO). 

Partial results on the nontriviality of Yt have been obtained by Thomas 
and Zahler [31] and Oka and Toda [23] (t = 1), Thomas and Zahler [32] 
(t = ap + b, 0 ? a < b < p), Johnson, Miller, Wilson, and Zahler [8] (t = sp?, 
1 < s < p, n > 0), and Ravenel (unpublished; see ? 10 below) (t t 0, 
1 (mod p)). 

Now the work of Moss [20] shows that the Novikov spectral sequence 
for the sphere is multiplicative. At E<,. the product is associated to the 
composition pairing; at E, it agrees with the multiplication defined in Note 
1.14. 

By sparseness (Note 1.12), no differential in the Novikov spectral 
sequence can hit H3BP*. Thus Theorem 2.8 b) immediately results in: 

THEOREM 2.13. Let p > 5. For n > 0 and p t s > 1, ai,%8p, # 0 Vin T*S? 
if one of the following holds. 

i) s :4- 1 (mod p), 
ii) s -1 (mod p+2), 
iii) s = p - 1. 

Smith [30] and Zahler [36] have shown that for p > 5 and t > 1, Itpzj 

survives in the Novikov spectral sequence for 1 ? j ? p - 1. Oka has also 
obtained this result and extended it to include Itp2,i for 1 ? j ? 2p - 2 [22], 
and 13tp/p for t > 2 [39], R3tp2l, for t > 2 and j ? 2p [40], and f8tp2,p,2 (elements 
of order p2) for t > 2 [40]. We remark that once they construct the appro- 
priate complex and stable self-map, the survival of these elements is 
immediate from the above considerations. In any case, we have from 
Theorems 2.6 and 2.8: 

THEOREM 2.14. None of the elements of Oka, Smith and Zahler described 
in the preceding paragraph are divisible by p except possibly for f3,2/p, t > 1, 
and tp,,'p, t > 1, and these cannot be divisible by p2. 

Proof. Multiplication by p can never lower the filtration of a homotopy 
element in the Novikov spectral sequence. There are no elements in H0BP* 
or H'BP* in these degrees so the nondivisibility follows from the non- 
divisibility in H2BP* from Theorem 2.6. C 
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THEOREM 2.15. Let p ? 5 and p 4 s > 1. In wr(S0), 
a) ai8,p/ # 60 for 3 < j < p-1, and 
b) asl 8p2/j 0 Ofor p + 1? j?2p-2. 

Finally we study the Thom map H*BP* Ext*, (Fp, Fp) to the E2-term 
of the classical Adams spectral sequence. This has the following corollary; 
for notation, see Section 9. 

THEOREM 2.16. Let p > 2. In the classical Adams spectral sequence for 
the sphere, 

a) (Liulevicius [12], Shimada-Yamanoshita [28]) Of the generators 
(9.2) of Ext'. (Fp, Fp) only ao, ho can survive, and 

b) Of the generators (9.3) of Ext2*(Fp, Fp), only the following can survive 
in the Adams spectral sequence: a1, bi(i > 0), ki, a , hohi(i > 2); and if p -3, 
aoh1. 

3. The chromatic spectral sequence and the cohomology 
of the Morava stabilizer algebras 

In this section we describe the key tool of this paper, a spectral sequence 
converging to the Novikov E2-term. We then link the E1-term of this 
spectral sequence to the cohomology of Morava's stabilizer algebras by a 
sequence of Bockstein exact couples. 

A. The chromatic spectral sequence. Let M be a BP*BP-comodule. If 
M is In-torsion, i.e., for all x e M there exists k > 0 such that Inx = 0, then 
([14]) v-;M has a unique comodule structure such that the localization map 
M-e v;1M is a map of comodules. 

In particular let Nn'= BP,/II. Assuming N. has been defined, set 
Mns = v4,Nn, and let 

j k + 
(3.1) ~~~~0 - 

n" 
- 

s 
- 

, 
-+, 

0 

be exact. Thus one might write 

Nn' =BP*/(py .. , v.l, voat.. , vo"?+ y) 
Mn =vn-' ,BP*/(Py Y@ V"-ly vns Y ..Y V3?+-1) 

Let E - (e0, el, * .) e, e Z, with all but a finite number of the ej equal to 0. 
The element vE e Mus where 

ej = 0 for 0?< i < n, 
e <0 forn!i<n+s, 
e. > 0 for n + s <i, 

will consistently be written as 
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Ve+8Vsen+8?1... 

V1n+ n ***V;+8+ l 

We shall use the convention vt 0 p. 
We shall also consistently regard these objects as right BP*BP- 

comodules. The coactions on Mn, and Nn are then induced in an evident way 
V2R from the right coaction BP* >R BP*BP _ BP* @Bp.BP*BP on BP,. 

Let 

Al t(n) = HtNs, 
El't(n) = HtMs. 

Then the long exact sequences induced by (3.1) give rise to an exact couple 
of H*(BP*/I,)-modules 

Al(n) 2 Al(n) 
(3.2) K\ / 

k*\ /i* 
El(n) 

with maps of bidegree I = (-1, 1), I j* I = (0, 0), I k* I = (1, 0). 
Associated to this exact couple is a first quadrant cohomological spectral 

sequence, with an internal degree preserved by the differentials. 
The following alternative construction of this spectral sequence will be 

useful. The short exact sequences (3.1) splice together into a complex 

M,,*: 
O 

Mn? 
de * 
Ml'd 

de 

such that 

H'(M*, de) BP*/I, if S 0 
0 otherwise. 

Application of Q* gives rise to a double complex Q*M* Form the total 
complex C* with 

(3.3) C&= - +t=UQtM4 

and differential dx = dex + (- 1)8dix for x e QtMn, where d* is induced from 
de: M,8- M,'+ and di is the differential in Q*Mn. 

Filter first by 

'FtCu = ffl8+t =uQt MnS 
t ,t 

In the associated spectral sequence 

'E*,8 Q*(BP*/In) for s = 0 
-0 otherwise 
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since Qt is exact; and so 

H*(C*, d) - 'E - H*(BP*/II)- 
Now filter by 

(3.4) FsCu = Q8 +t=u~tMn' 
8'28 

The associated exact couple clearly agrees with (3.2), and the associated 
spectral sequence converges to H*(BP*/II). 

Remarks 3.5. a) By Note 1.14, E*(n) is a spectral sequence of H*(BP*/In2)- 
modules, and in particular of H0(BP*/I.) = k(n)*-modules, where k(O)* Zp,) 
and, for n > 0, k(n)* = F,[v] ([10], [18], [9]). For s > 0, Mn is vn-torsion, 
so E," *(n) is v.-torsion for all r > 1. 

b) The edge-homomorphism 

HtBP*/I. -, E.t(n) > E2't(n) = HtMn 

is clearly induced by the localization map 

BP*/I -> v-'BP*/I, , Mn. 

c) The spectral sequence constructed in this section will be called the 
chromatic spectral sequence. In the sequel, we limit our interest mostly to 
the case n = 0, and write Er for E7(O). 

B. Greek letters. Now consider the following method of producing 
elements in H*BP*. Let 

A: a0, a1, . . *, a8,1 
be an invariant sequence of elements of BP*; that is, a, is invariant mod 
J%(A) for 0 ? i ? s - 1, where Jo(A) = 0 and J%(A) (ao, - - *, a_1). Suppose 
further that A is regular; that is, multiplication by ai is injective on BP*/Ji(A) 
for 0 ? i < s-1. Then 

0 - BP*/Ji(A) as - BP*/Ji(A) - BP*/Ji+l(A) 0 
is an exact sequence of comodules. Let If: Ht BP*/Ji+l(A) Ht+1 BP*/Ji(A) 
be the induced boundary map, and let -A:HtBP*/J8(A)-Ht+BP* be the 
composite 8, *-- -8-1. 

The elements figuring in Section 2 were defined in this manner. For 
example, Yt = rj(VD) for A: p, v1, v2. 

This construction is related to our spectral sequence in the following 
way. Let 
(3.6) A: HtNo, - Ht+?BP* 
denote the composite 
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with a' as in (3.2). Then: 

LEMMA 3.7. Let A be an invariant regular sequence of length s. Then 
there is a canonical comodule map iA: BP*/J8(A) - NoS such that )A = i*. 

Proof. The construction of iA= 1/ao ... a8, is based on the observation, 
due to Peter Landweber [111, that the radical of J. = J8(A) is the invariant 
prime ideal I8. 

We shall inductively construct comodule maps 1/ao ... a,,-: BP*/J,+No", 
beginning with BP,/Jo "2?) No?. So suppose 1/ao a. a,_- has been defined. 
Now vn e J,+1 for some t > 1, so v-1 BP*/J"+, = 0. Since localization is exact 
this shows that 

a" vn-1 BP*/Jn v, 1BP*/J,, 

is bijective. Let a-' be the element which maps to 1. BP*/J,I is I,-torsion, 
so [141 v-'BP*/J, is a comodule. Since 1 is invariant, a-' is invariant. We 
now complete the diagram of comodules: 

o0-> BP*/J BP*/J -> BP*/Jn+l > 0 

1 Ia ...an-1 
o - No" MoI Non+ > O. I1 

Thus g is the "universal Greek letter" map. For example, we may 
redefine the elements .9Pn/ii- of Section 2 as follows. For the stated values 
of n, s, j, i, x/pi+ v e H0N2; and 

a8 n. ja,+ l- ( xnP I 

BP*/I, = N8?cNo, (by i, A = p, v,- - * , v8,-), and we will denote the com- 
posite Ht BP*/I,, Ht No Ht+8 BP* equally by (. Thus 

Remark 3.8. The map g also has an interpretation as the bottom edge- 
homomorphism in the chromatic spectral sequence. In view of the diagram 

0 

0 > H?Nos H?s ki> H0No8+1 

HO M08+1 
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we have a natural surjection H'No-' E2 ?(0). Then 

HO Nos 

(3.9) 2 \8+] 

E2 E(),, E,(0 OM Hs BP,, 

commutes. 
To account for this sign, let x e Q?NO' = No" be a cycle. In terms of the 

double complex Q*Mo*, r7(x) is computed by picking elements xt e Qt-1Mo-t, 
0 < t ? s, such that deXl = j(x) and dix, = dxt+ for 0 < t < s; then dix8 = 6(y) 
for a cycle y e Q'8NOO, and 7(x) {y}. But in virtue of our sign conventions 
(3.3), dix8 is homologous to (-1)[81+/2] dex, in the total complex C,*. and the 
result follows. 

C. Bockstein exact couples and the Morava stabilizer algebras. We 
turn now to techniques for computing E1 *(n) H*Mn. Notice that we 
have short exact sequences of comodules for s > 0: 

(3.10) 0 -> Mn+1 -t M. - -nM 0 

where i(x) x/v,. These give rise to Bockstein spectral sequences in the 
usual way, leading from H*Mn,, to H*Mn. 

Remark 3.11. In practice we shall proceed more directly. We shall 
construct a partial map of exact couples 

O- E' > B' -- > B' -- >E >. ->El > E 

(3.12) f{ 90 90 fl ft} 

0 -* HHM1 -l > H M0 -> H M$ > HlMn . H 3 

such that f* is an isomorphism and B* is vn-torsion. An inductive diagram 
chase then shows that g* is an isomorphism. 

Using these sequences we are in principle reduced to computing 

H*M M"? = H*(v, BP*/II) 
The motivation behind our entire program is the computability of these 
groups, which was first perceived by Jack Morava and was the subject of 
our previous papers [14], [26], [27]. We now recall certain parts of this 
work. 

First there is a change of rings theorem. Let K(0)* Q and K(n)* = 
F,[vns, v;'] for n > 0. Map BP* -- K(n)* by sending ve to ve and vf to 0 for 
i # n. Then 
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(3.13) K(n)*K(n) = K(n)*lOBP.BP*BP?BP. K(n)* 

is a commutative Hopf algebra over the graded field K(n)*. It follows from 
[261 that 
(3.14) K(n)*K(n) K(n)*[t1, ... ]/(vntP- vU ti: i > 1) 

as algebras. 

THEOREM 3.15 [14]. The natural map 
H * M? - > EXtK(,,)*K(-.(K(n)*, K(n)*) 

is an isomorphism. 

Using essentially this identification, Morava [19] proved the following 
finiteness theorem. (See also [27] for the case n < p - 1.) 

THEOREM 3.16 (Morava). If p - 1 does not divide n, then H*M? is a 
Poincare duality algebra over K(n)* of formal dimension n2. 

Note the resulting vanishing theorem for our spectral sequence. Call 
a k(n)*-module L co-torsion-free if and only if Fp@k(n)* L 0; i.e., if and 
only if v,, I L is surjective. 

COROLLARY 3.17. If (p - 1) does not divide n then, for 0 ? s ? n, the 
k(n)*-module E8,"2(n - s) -H"2(M8_) is co-torsion-free, and, for t > n2, 

El't(n - s) = HO(Mk8) 0. 

Proof. By induction on s, using the long exact sequence associated to 
(3.10) and the fact that a torsion k(n)*-module on which v. is injective is 
trivial. D 

We shall also need the following results, which were proved in [26] and 
[27]. 

PROPOSITION 3.18. a) For p > 2, H* M, is the exterior algebra over 
K(1)* on one generator ho {t=}. For p 2, H*M14 is the commutative 
K(*)*-algebra generated by ho and pI {=v3(t2 - t) + vT'v2t,}, subject to 

2 -0. 

b) HIM -K(n)* for all n > 0. 
c) Let n > 1. H'M0 is the K(n)*-vector space generated by elements 

hi = {tri}, Oi < n, <, and, if p 2, ps, where ICI= 0 IPnIZ C2cHIM? 
is represented by 

V2' 2-i V~~t tp2+p) --v~'Vltp e Q'M2 C2 V 2 l2 + V2 I~2-l+)V-Pl~PGQX 

Proof. a) is contained in [27] Theorem 3.1; the explicit cycle given 
reduces to tl + t2 in K(1) * K(1) (ignoring powers of vl), and this represents 
pI according to the example following Theorem 2.2 of [271. b) follows from 
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Theorem 3.15 since the zero dimensional homology of a Hopf algebra is the 
ground field. c) is contained in [27] Theorem 2.2; the explicit cycle given 
reduces to t2 + t ' 

- t1+ in K(2)*K(2) (where tP2 - t1), and this represents 42 
according to the same example in [27]. D 

Finally, we shall use the 

LEMMA 3.19. Let p > 2, n > 0. The elements C2 and Cv' of Q0M,? are 
homologous. 

Proof. Since we are working mod p it suffices to consider the case 
n 1. We use the change of rings Theorem 3.15. In K(2)*K(2), C2 reduces 
to 

C2 2 t2 + v-2 (t" - 
t- 

It follows easily from the relation (3.14) vt?' - v~itil i > 1, that P 2 so 
the result is true on the chain-level in K(2)*K(2). 

Alternatively, one may compute in Q*M2?: 

(3.20) d(v_2 '(v4- - 2 D 

4. H*Moj 
In this section we shall compute H* MO for all primes p by means of 

the "Bockstein" long exact sequence associated to the following case of 
(3.10): 

(4.1) 0 > Mh- >MO P > M01 > 0 . 
We then compute the differentials on this part of the main spectral sequence, 
and so determine the subquotient of the Novikov E2-term exhibiting first- 
order periodicity. 

This also determines H'BP* (Theorem 2.2a)) and proves that fl,0 for 
all t ! 1, and hence completes the proof of Theorem 2.12b). 

We begin with the case of an odd prime because it is simpler and 
because only this case is needed in the remainder of the paper. The case 
p 2 is very different because then H"M10 # 0 for all n > 0. Indeed, we 
use this fact to produce an element of H* BP* of order 2 in nearly every 
possible bidegree (4.23). We also show that for p 2, 0 - (vj) e Hn(BP*) 
for all n > 1 (4.22). 

THEOREM 4.2. Let p > 2. 
a) HMoJ is the direct sum of 

i) cyclic Z(,)-modules generated by vlPj/pi+1, of order pi+l, for i > 0O 

p seZ; and 
ii) Q/Z(p), whose subgroup of order pi is generated by l/pi, j > 1. 
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b) HIMJ M Q/Z(,) concentrated in dimension 0. The subgroup of order 
pJ is generated by 

Yj - - Ek>O kpj+1-k 

c) HtMol = O for t > 1. 

Proof. By Proposition 3.18 a), H*M,? is the exterior algebra over K(1)* 
on one generator ho e H'M? represented by t, e Q'M2. Thus (4.1) induces a 
long exact sequence as in (3.12): 

(4.3) 

? >HM1? 
, 

HMo P. H0 aHM0 ,H1 
P >H~ 

From ]Rv1 = v, + pt, and its consequence (for p > 2), 

(4.4) dvOPi=spi+' v'Pi- t1 mod pi+2 

we see that vsP'/pi+l C QOMO is a cycle and 

(4.5) 8(v,7Pi/pi+) - sv- P 0lh # O 

1/pi is clearly a cycle for all j > 0, with 3(1/pi) = 0. Thus (i) the submodule 
of HOMO' generated by the classes v8 7/pi+' and 1/pd includes the image of 
H0Mr; and (ii) the reduction-boundaries (4.5) are linearly independent. Part 
a) thus follows from Remark 3.11. 

By (4.5), only Fp-multiples of vT'hO e H'M,? map nontrivially to H'MO'. 
The first statement of b) then follows from Remark 3.11. Since pi-lj == 

vy1tj/p, the second assertion holds if yj is a cycle. Formally let 

E _ _ S pV-ltl)k 

so yj y/pj+l. We have 

(4.6) rRVi1 - vT1(1 + pvT't1)-', 

4.7) (I1-X)-k1 = i= k 1 )Xi. 

so 

d(V-ktk) = k-( 

Collecting the coefficient of t' ( tj in dy, we find dy 0. Hence dyj = 0 for 
all j ? 1. 

Part c) is contained in Corollary 3.17. D 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let p > 2. In the chromatic spectral sequence: 
a) E2 * = Z(p) concentrated in degree 0, and E ,*-E? *. 
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b) E '? is a direct sum of cyclic Z(,,-modules generated by v#i/p1 , of 
order pi+', for i > 0 and p 4s >1. 

c) E" i = E10 and E.I = 0fort>0. 
Proof. di:E, * * is induced from de: Mo M,-+1 Part a) is thus 

clear from Theorem 4.2 a) (ii) and the fact that H*M00 = Q. b) follows from 
Theorem 4.2 and c) from the vanishing line Lemma 1.16. F1 

Remarks 4.9. a) Theorem 2.2 a) is immediate from this corollary: for 
n > 0 and p ' s > 0, vPp1p+1 e H0No, and the classes 

a,~p,, Q+, = ')(vspbP /p* 

generate H' BP* for p odd. 
b) Theorem 2.12 b) also follows, since vl/pvl e El',0 survives to -,It. 
c) Corollary 4.8 represents all the data from this section needed in the 

rest of this paper. The reader will find the principal results of the remainder 
of this section stated in Corollaries 4.22 and 4.23 b). 

d) We will show in Lemma 8.10 that djyj ? 0, so E2 * = E,,* for p odd. 

We turn now to p = 2; (4.4) no longer holds for i > 2. We shall begin 
by stating a replacement for (4.5). Define x,1 e vi'1 BP* by 

X1,0 = Vi Y 

(4.10) xll = V - 4v7lv2, 
x1 f = x2 i_, for i > 2, 

and let 
(4.11) al,0 1, 

al,, = i + 2 for i>1. 

Recall from Proposition 3.18 a) the element 

Pi1 = v3(t2-t3) + v74v2t1 e vl1 BP*BP . 
Then we have: 

LEMMA 4.12. Let p = 2. 
a) For i > 0, xl is invariant mod (2a1,i). 
b) Mod 21+ajj: 

dxjj i2t, for i = 0, 
2a1pivrp, for i 1. 

Proof. Clearly b) includes a), and b) for i = 0 is obvious from 7Rv, = 

vl + 2t,. For i =1 we use 

(4.13) nvo` v-1 - 2v72t1 mod 4, 
(4.14) Rjv2 v2 - vt2 + V2t1 + 2t2 mod 4 
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to compute 
(4.15) dx,,l = 8v'(vT'v 2t, + t2 + tV) mod 16 

and the result follows. For i > 1, use (4.15) and the binomial theorem. D 

THEOREM 4.16. Let p = 2. 
a) H0MJl is the direct sum of (i) cyclic Z(2,)-submodules generated by 

xj/2a1,i, of order 2a1,i, for i > 0 and odd s e Z; and (ii) Q/Z(2,), generated by 
1/2k for j > 1. 

b) If t>1and ueZis even, 

Ht uMo = Z/2&Q/Z(2) for (t, u) = (1, 0) 
= Z/2 otherwise. 

The elements of order 2 are generated by 

2 2 2 

for odd seZ. 

Proof. Again we shall use the long exact sequence associated to (4.1). 
By Proposition 3.18 a), H*M2 is a polynomial algebra on ho tensored with 
an exterior algebra on P, (all over K(1)*). 

Apply the binomial theorem to Lemma 4.12 to see that mod 21+ali: 

dx" 2sv-W'tj, in- 0, 
2 i 1 , i ? 1 

Hence 

(4X17) 1(82 1 ~-t 
(a(X'j/2asij) = V2P8 P i>1 

and a) follows as before from Proposition 3.18 a). 
By (4.17) the generators of H'M? not in the image of a: H0MJ1 H1MH 0 

are Pl, vstj, and v p1 for odd s e Z. Using (4.13), (4.14), and 

At2 = t2 0 1 + t1 0 tVA + 10 t2- vtl0t 
we find 

dt P1A _ 
2 
2tj Qtj + Vl 4(tj & 3t3 + tl & t2 + t2 & t1) 

\ 4 / 2 

The numerator of the right side represents a(p1/2) e H2M?. To see it is 
homologous to zero use Theorem 3.15 to reduce to the cobar construction of 

K(1)*K(l) =K(1)*[tl,***]/vt-y t:i>1 

where our cycle is 
v4(t1OX t2 + t2 0tl) = d(V tlt2) 
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Once we show that z, = p1/2 is infinitely 2-divisible, b) follows by an easy 
induction using the long exact sequence associated to (4.1). 

Consider the portion 
H1,0M0- 2 M10' - 20 H2?M1? -* H2,0M1 

of the long exact sequence of (4.1). Recall that H2'0MfO is spanned by the 
classes of vT2tl ?& tj and vi1-pl & tl. We have seen that i*{v'lp1 (0 tl} : 0, so 
1v1ltl/2}= {vi2tl 0D tl} spans Im 3. Suppose inductively that z, e Hl"0Mo such 

that 2%z= {pl/2} has been found. Then 
3z, = a(3{vltl/2} 

for some a e F2. Thus there exists zi11 such that 2zi+1 = zi-alv-ltl/21; 
hence 2i+lzi+l = {pl/2}. D 

Before stating the analogue of Corollary 4.8, we make the following 
observation. 

LEMMA 4.18. Let p 2. Then 

a) HtUBP = 0 for u < 2t, 
b) Ht'2tBP* = Z/2 for t > 1, 
c) Ht'2t+2BP* = 0 for t > 2 . 

Proof. We use the normalized cobar complex as in Note 1.15. Thus for 
t ? 0 (< > means "span of") 

2tP =BP*0 for u < 2t, 
f2t'2tBP* = <t-t> 

2tt2t+2BP* = <vltst, ej: 0 ? j < t> 
where ej - t~ ? t2 & t0 t-j-1) Since d((1/3)t3) -(tl2 0 t1 + t1 0 t2), the e/'s 
are all homologous (up to sign). Thus b) follows from 

de, d(v tgt) = 2t0(t?`) 

and c) follows from 
d(t2 03 t't-2) = v1 tgt-e1 D 

PROPOSITION 4.19. Let p 2. In the chromatic spectral sequence: 
a) E20 * = Z(2) concentrated in degree 0, and E2O,* = E?*. 
b) E V' 0 t = 0for u < 2t + 2. 
c) For u > 2t + 2 we have exactly the following nontrivial differentials 

on El tu 

(4.20) di ( l)=V2 

d(vipl It? )='r\ -_____. (4.21) r? Z~:1 . 
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Proof. a) is as in Corollary 4.8, and b) follows from the vanishing line 
Lemma 4.18 a). For u > 2t + 2, only the listed generators can support 
nontrivial differentials since all the others are cycles in the total complex 
CQ (3.3). (4.20) follows from the definition of x1,l. 

We have in CQ, for r > 1: 

d(Vp 0 + r i+ - vi V+l Vi+2)t8o( ) 

Vr+2 

2 ***vr+1 

It follows that v3p1 ? tgT-1'/2 survives to Er+i and that (4.21) holds. If (4.21) 
were trivial, i.e., if vr+1/2 ... - = 0 in E7+,, then v~p1 0(tl7't-/2 would 
survive to E1 * because E," t = 0 for s ? 0, t > 0. This contradicts Lemma 
4.18 c) and completes the proof. LC1 

Notice that we have also shown: 

COROLLARY 4.22. Let p = 2. Then 0 = 72(v) e H" BP* for all n > 2. 

COROLLARY 4.23. Let p - 2. 
a) [21] H'BP* is a sum of cyclic Z(2)-submodules generated by 

i) 72(v8/2), 2 j s > 1, of order 2 
ii) )7(xl,,/4) of order 4 

iii) ry(xs i/2i+') for other i > 1, 2 4r s > 1, of order 2i+2. 
b) For t > 2 and u such that 2u > 2t and 2u # 2t + 2, Ht 2u BP* contains 

the nontrivial class 

(v1-t+i t?tt-1)I2) for u - t even 
j(v ut+2p1 0t(t-2) /2) for u - t odd . 

5. H0M, 
In this section we determine the groups H0M, for n ? 1 and for all 

primes p. This computation is closely related to [16]. We use the short 
exact sequence (3.10) 

0 M-+1 - M1 V, > M1 -> o 
which gives rise to the long exact sequence (3.12) 

HO> HM,40+1 H0M v >om H01 NMn+l > 
We know H0M.n+i (3.18) so we need only push these elements into H0M", and 
divide by v. until we can reduce them to linearly independent elements in 
H'M,0+1. Doing this requires an explicit construction of the generating 
cycles in H0M1. The case n -1, p > 2, will concern us for the rest of the 
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paper, so we treat it first. 
We begin by defining certain elements of v' 1BP*, p > 2. Let 

(5.1) X0-V2, 
X1 - xP7 - VP7 v-1 V3, 

X2 - X - lVP21 l(P-)P+l - Vp2+p-1Vp2-2p 

xb 
- iP 1 - 2v i v')P 1i+, i> 3, 

where bi = (p + )(pi-1 - 1) for i > 1. Next define integers 

(5.2) ao =1, as = pi + pi-' - 1 , i > 1. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let p > 2. H'Mil is the direct sum of 
i) cyclic Fj[v1]-modules isomorphic to Fp[v1]/(vai) generated by xi/vli for 

i > 0 and p4'seZ; and 
ii) Fp[v1, vT']/F,[v1], generated by 1/vj for j > 1. 

It is important to note that s may be negative in this theorem. To 
interpret xi/v~i for s < 0, notice that xi = v2P(1 - v1z) for some z e v1 'BP*. 
Then formally 

xi V 2 LP klV Z; 

but in xT-1/vi only terms with k < a. are nonzero. This procedure also gives 
meaning to x/v'i for s < -1, and to similar expressions which occur later 
in the paper. 

The proof will use part b) of the following computation. The reader 
will recall from Section 3 the element 2- V2- t2 + v2-(tP2-tlP - 

v-P-'V3tf e v2-1BP*BP. 

PROPOSITION 5.4. Let p > 2. 
a) For i > 0, xi is invariant mod (p, Via). 
b) Mod(p, VI1ai), 

dxri vtP i 
VP VtP-t, i- 1 

_ Vai v(P-')Pi 1t z 

c) Mod (p, V1?ai), 

2-12(Vptl + Vl (g2(t2 t V i1 

- v(P-')Pi (2Vait, - vlai 2 1) , i > 2 

Proof. Clearly c) includes a) and b). For i 0, c) follows from 

(5.5) gR V2 V2 + V1tp - vptl modp, 
and for i = 1 we use also 
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(5.6) 72- - v- v v22t " mod(p, v2) 
(5.7) Vr1v3 v3 + v2tl2-vet, 4- vltp mod(p, vD. 

For i ? 2 we note the following consequence of the binomial theorem. 

Observation 5.8. Let x e BP, y e BP*BP, and Ice BP* be an ideal. If 
dx y mod (p, I)BP*BP, then dxP yP mod (p, Iv)BP*BP. 

Thus the case i 1 implies 

da-22-p(Vlp2tpl r Vlp2+p(V2-p(tp_ tp2-''p) _Cp2)) Vodpl(p+2)) dxP -VP2(~t f?(j~t f~P ) mod (p, 
and hence mod (p, VI?a2). Also, by (5.5) 

d(Vlp2-l Vp2-p+,) p2-1P2-PtP- v_ Vp2-2P(Vptl + v2t2) - Vp+?Vp2-2Ptp2+P) 

and by (5.5) and (5.7), 
d(Vp2+p-lVp2-2p3) VP2+P-lVp2-2P(V2tp2 - VPt + V1tp) 

both mod (p, V2?a2). Collect terms now to obtain the case i -2. 
Now proceed by induction. Let i > 3. Since p(2 + ai-1) > 2 - aj, 

Obervation 5.8 and the case i - 1 yield 
dx?1 V-(P-)Pii (2vpai-,tp _ Vp(l+ai- 1) 2 Pi) 

and by (5.5) (since ai bi + p), 
i-p-1 +1_ 2vbivP-1)Pl (Vitp - V tj) 

both mod (p, V2?ai). Collect terms and use the fact that pac-, 1 + bi for 
i > 1 to complete the induction. C 

Piroof of Theorem 5.3. We use the exact sequence 

0 H?M2? > H?l - >1 H'M2 10 . 

Recall from Proposition 3.18 b) and c) that HOM? = K(2)* and H'M2 is 
(freely) generated over K(2)* by hop hip C2. By Remark 3.11 we must show 

i) the image of H0M2? is contained in the sub Fp[vj]-module generated 
by {xS/va,: i ? 0, s I 0(p)}, and 

ii) these generators map to linearly independent elements in HtM2?. 
i) follows from the congruence 

xi - v2 mod (p, v1). 

For ii), we deduce from Proposition 5.4 b) and the binomial theorem that 

a(xs/v,) 
= svs-'hl 

(5.9) a(x8/vP) = svsP-lho 
-iI = 2V2jho i > 1. 

These classes are clearly independent. LI 
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Turn now to H0M, for n > 1 or p = 2. This work will not be used in 
the remainder of this paper. 

We shall define x,,i e V;' BP* and a,,i > 1 for all primes p and all n > 1, 
i > 0, in such a way that the following uniform theorem holds. 

THEOREM 5.10. As a k(n - 1)*-module, HIML, is the direct sum of 
i) the cyclic submodules generated by xs,_Van,;i for i > O s A 0 (p); and 
ii) K(n - 1)*/k(n - 1)*, generated by 1/v!1, j > 1. 
So let 

Xlo=V1 

x1 V - v2-4v1 1v2 for -2 
x1i- x1"i otherwise, 
X2,i - Xi (see (5.1)) for p>2 or i<3, 

(5.11) 2 for p 2 and i > 3, 
X0, - Vn n > 2, 
X, -VP - VP-1, v-vl&1, 

x-n'i -X'P i-1 for 1 < i 1 (n-1), 
xg xP'i -b 

- n for 1 < i 1 (n - 1), 

where for i 1 (mod (n - 1)), 

(5.12) - -1) 

Also let 
tl,'o =1, 

al, = i + 2 for p = 2 and i > 1, 

a, = i + 1 for p>2 and i>1, 
ao~i = ai (see(5.2)) for p>2 or i<2, 

(5.13) a2, -3 - 2'-1 for p = 2 and i>2, 
a,.,O = 1, n > 2, 

ar,,^ = pa,,,i-l for 1 < i A 1 (n-1), 
ag , = pa,,i-l + p-1 for 1 < i _1(n-1). 

For n = 1, Theorem 5.10 is equivalent to Theorem 4.2 for p > 2 and to 
Theorem 4.16 for p = 2. For n = 2, Theorem 5.10 is equivalent to Theorem 
5.3 for p > 2, and for p = 2 it follows from Lemma 3.19 and the next pro- 
position. 

PROPOSITION 5.14. Let p = 2. 
a) For i> .0 X2,i is invariant mod (2, va2,i). 
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b) Mod (2, VI--ai), 

d,- VI t2 i=O 

-V2Vt i- - Vv2t1 , Pz 
-Va2,iV~'i', 2i2. - V' 2 C2 i>2 . 

Proof. b) contains a), and i = 0 is as in Proposition 5.4. Just as in 5.4 
c) one shows that 

(5.15) dX2 v2(vt1 + vl(vj(t2 - t- 2)) mod (2, vt) 

and this includes the case i = 1. (5.15) and Observation 5.8 imply 

dX2,1 --vI(4t2 + v6(v-2(t2 - t6) - 2)) mod (2, v) 
and this together with (5.7) gives the case i = 2. Then i ? 3 follows by 
induction using Observation 5.8. D 

Thus in case p = 2, for s odd 

3(x'2,0/v1) vs-1 h, 

(5.16) 3(x ,1/v2) v's-1 ho 
-1 V(2s 1)2i-1 2i 2 a&(X ,i/V3-2 1 = C(8l2 -l i > 2 . 

For n > 2 we have the following proposition. The proof is analogous 
to the proof of Proposition 5.14. 

PROPOSITION 5.17. For all p and for n > 3, 
a) For i > 0 x_,, is invariant mod ( van'i). 

- Vn'i V( t' iV t 1 n-1It 

where j i-1 mod(n -1) and 0< j <n-1. [1 
Hence for n > 3 

a8 %- - sv"-'h~,- (5.18) J(vn nv8'-1 h6, 
, 

a8(X8,,i/Van i) - Vsv'p-I'p thj, 
Theorem 5.10 follows now in these cases in the usual way. El 

Remark 5.19. We invite the reader at this point to compute d,: EP0?(n)-+ 
E,20(n) in the chromatic spectral sequence. The principal results of [16] are 
then immediate corollaries. 

6. HO M2 

In this section we carry out the computation of 

H0Mo2- ExtBP*BP(BP*, v2'BP*/(p-, vr)) 
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for an odd prime p. This group is central to all our main results. In outline 
we proceed as follows. 

We will use the short exact sequence (3.10) 

o - M2? - > M, V, - > 0 

which gives rise to the long exact sequence (3.12) 

0 - H0M2? - H 0MI -?? H 1'M2? - H'Ml' H H . 

Our knowledge of H'M2? (3.18) and of HOM,1 (5.3) allows us to determine an 
Fp basis for ker v1 H'Ml. This will in fact enable us to detect many other 
elements in this group. Next we use the exact sequence (3.10) 

o -* Ml -, MJ2P. M2 - 0 

and the associated long exact sequence (3.12): 

0 - H0Ml - H0Mo P>H0M ? HMll 

Recall that we know H0M11 (5.3) and from the above we know something 
about H1 M'. We take our generators for H0Mi and push them into H0Mo. 
Here we divide by powers of p until we can show they reduce to a linearly 
independent set in H1M1'. This gives us H0M,2. 

Recall (Theorem 5.3) that H0M1' is generated over Fp by certain classes 
xJ/v5. To determine their p-divisibility in H0MO2, we first obtain in Proposition 
6.4 an invariant ideal smaller than (p, vi) modulo which xn is invariant. 
This implies in particular that x-/pi+1 v! G Q0Mo2 is a cycle for piI j a? . 
Our main theorem is then: 

THEOREM 6.1. Let p > 3. H?M02 is the direct sum of cyclic Z(p,-sub- 
modules generated by 

i) x4lp'+'v fog n > 0, p' sG Z, i > 0, j > 1, such that pi I j at,_i and 
either pi+l i j or a,_jj < j; and 

ii) 1/pi+' vi foi i ? 0 and pi I j > 1. 

By Theorem 5.3 these elements certainly span a Z(p,-submodule of H0 MO2 
containing the image of H0M,1, i.e., the submodule of elements of order p. 
So by Remark 3.11 what remains is to show that the set R of mod p 
reduction-boundaries of these elements is linearly independent in HIM,. It 
turns out that it suffices to know vV2 z where vt is the lowest power of v1 
killing z e R. Thus the computations modulo (p, V2+ak) contained in Propos- 
tion 5.4 c) suffice. The linear independence argument is given at the end of 
this section. It relies upon a particular choice of cycles representing a basis 
for ker (v, I H' M'), given in Lemma 6.12. 
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Throughout this section p will be an odd prime. 
We must study the integral invariance of the element xn e v-1 BP*. We 

shall begin with some generalities on certain I2-primary invariant ideals. 
Let c0, c1, *.. be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers, and for 
n > 0 let 

(pu+l, pel v0, .. *, pVcn-1, Vln) c BP, 

LEMMA 6.2. Let n > O. 
a) J2,., is invariant. 
b) If x- ymod J2,n then xP - yP mod (pJ2,, JP 

c) PJ2,, + J2n- (pn2 pf+l vIo, . , pVl ) 

d) If cn > pc"_1 then 

J2, - (p,a vin) n (pJ2,n.-1 + J2,n-1) 

Proof. a) follows from q v. = v, + pt, and b) from the binomial 
theorem. c) and d) are easy observations. L 

In particular take ci- ai as in (5.2), and let 

(6.3) 12,n (pf+l, pavio, .--, Van) 

I2,n is thus invariant. 

PROPOSITION 6.4. Let n > 0, s G Z. Then xs is invariant mod I2, . 

Proof. Clearly we may take s = 1. For n = 0 we have V2 invariant 
mod (p, V,), cf. (1.7). Assume by induction that xt,_1 is invariant mod I2,n"1- 

Then xP_1 is invariant mod (pI2, n + I2fn-1) by Lemma 6.2 b), and x -xP_1 

is invariant mod this ideal by c) and the definition (5.1) of x". Thus xn,, is 
also invariant mod this ideal. By Proposition 5.4 a) x,, is invariant mod (p, v1n), 
so the result follows from Lemma 6.2 d). D 

COROLLARY 6.5. Let n > O s G Z. i > O j > 1. Then xs/pi+1'v G Q0Mo2 is 

a cycle if i ? n and pi I j :< a., 
Proof. Since pi I j, (pi+', vi) is invariant, we are claiming that xs is in- 

variant mod (pi+1, vj). Since j < a,,, (pi+1, v{) I 12,n, so the result follows 
from Proposition 6.4. Li 

Remark 6.6. Observe that pi I j < a, if and only if 2i ? n and j = mpp 
for men< an_2i. 

Let bk = (P + 1)(pkl - 1) for k > 1 as in Section 5, and let b1 p. 

LEMMA 6.7. Let i > O k > 1. Then 

Xi+k - xk-1 mod (piVlk, pi-l vPbk . . ., k) 

xi+, - x0 mod (pi VP pi-l v2, ..., 
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Proof. Since xk - xv-1 mod V k, 

x xkLj mod (pivbk pil vbk *... 

The result follows from the observation that 

min {bk+j, Pbk+d-l * * *, pi bkl = Pjbk if k > 1, 
= Pi-, b2 if k~l. O 

LEMMA 6.8. Let s e Z, i > 0. Then mod (pi+', V2+ak) we have 

dxpi' _spiv P`-'vjtP + ( if k = 0 

spiv2P ''(v t, + v'(vp'(t2 - tP+') - C2)) if k = 1 
spi s(8P+1)Pkl (2vakt, _ -I+ak Cpk-I if k > 2. 

Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.4 c). We leave the case k 0 
to the reader. Note that if L is any ideal such that y2 e L, and if dx y 
mod (p, L), then dx8Pi _splx8P-ly mod (pi+l, L). Apply this, with L = 1 
to Proposition 5.4 c). Then use the definition of xk to replace xZP'-' by 
V2 

PROPOSITION 6.9. Let p Js s e Z, 0 ? i i k, 1 ? nm ? ak-i, and write 
j = mpi. For 3:H' M2- H' M, we have 

i) -( -# ) _v~t1 + svj't(t2 - tl~) if k - 0 i+I Vi V1 VI 

- mxl?1ttl + sVJ2Pt + . tf k 1 

vj+1 IJ- qnxi+2tl + V2P (tl + VV2 (t-P+I) -V1C2)+... MX2t 
+l vVp+ P't 

+ IV 

if k- 2 
- mxqffZ,+ktl ? sV(8Pi+2)Pk 2(2tj - ) ipk-2 

vj+' V-ak-1 

where *. denotes an element of Q'M,' killed by a lower power of vI than 
those shown; and 

ii)_ 8( i~l ,) = _ st, for s >1. 
ii) U~~~~~~xp ?V~v! VI' 

Proof. Since 
rR(v-i) v -i -mp i+ v-t ij--) t1(mod pi+2) 

(remember, j = Mp%), we have 

I x8., ~)7R(X1+k) -M)rR(Xi+k) tl 
(6.E10)quaion(ii follow i take = 0. 

Equation (ii) follows immediately: take s = 0. 
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We leave the case k = 0 to the reader. 
Now 7 Xi= X8k mod (p, Vai+k). Since j - 

ai+k (with equality if and 

only if i = 0 and j ak) the second term in (6.10) is 

M4 +Ik tc mod ker v, 
pvj+1 

(mod 0 unless i = 0 and j = ak). 
We turn now to the first term of (6.10) in case k > 0. By Lemma 6.7, 

(6.11) xRxk!+i - 'RXk-1 mod (pi+2 pitl 1 1** vbki) 

since the indicated ideal is invariant by Lemma 6.2. (6.11) holds in particular 
mod(pi+2, vbk-). Except when p - 3 and k = 1, b - 1 > 2 + ak, so (6.11) 
holds also mod (piI2, v1?ak-1). 

In the exceptional case we need to compute (x"+13i+' vrt") mod ker Vlif-2, 
so it suffices to compute 7R(x'+i) mod (31+i, vi2). Thus Lemma 6.8 gives 

77RX+k-X + spi~'vj2''vltl + ...X'.. if k = 1 

x~~~' + ~~2+v~(vt2-t')-2) if k-=2 
pi+2 j pi+2 i 

X Spi+I + Spi+IVs~pi+2- (Vlptl + VlP+I(21t-Pl-2)+...i 

pi+ 
1 

pi+2vi 

xpX'' + spi+1V(8Pi+21)Pk2(2Vak-lt, - Vl+ak-1 CPk-2) iflk>3 
pi+2 j 

The result now follows upon using Lemma 6.7 again to convert x-Pi+i to x!. 
D 

LEMMA 6.12. The following cycles represent the elements of a basis for 
ker v, in H'M,': for t e Z and p4's e Z such that either s -1(p) or s -1(p2), 

V spkt k> a) v2t k?>0 
V1 

b) vPt-t + vPt-2(t2 - tP+I) p 
V1 VI 

V(pt-U)Pkt c) Vtt1 k ?1, pJ't 
2 

V1 

d) V2t1 
V1 

vspkk 

e) 2 k?>0 
V1 

f) tI C2 
V1 V1 

Proof. By virtue of the short exact sequence 

O - M2? - Ml ' Mll - 0, 
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we must find Coker (a: HIM,-- HIM,'). By Proposition 3.18 c), Theorem 
5.3, and (5.9), this F,-vector space is spanned by: 

V.3Pktj Vpt-1 tP Vt C2 tj 
V1 V1 V1 V1 

for k > O t e Z, and s as in the lemma. Now Lemmas 6.8 and 3.19 together 
give homologies 

VPt-1 Vpt-1 t V2Pt 2(t _ p ) 2 + (t2 -t 

VI V1 
2 

V 

and for k > 1 
V(pt-)pk Vtpt1)pk k1 2vkpt-1)pkt 

_V2 C2 V2 22 

The result follows. El 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. As we have said, it suffices to prove that the 

set R of mod p reduction-boundaries of the elements listed in the theorem 
is linearly independent in H'M,'. We do this by induction on the (vj)-adic 
filtration on H'M,'. Write 1(z) for the lowest power of vI killing z e R, and 
let 

FIR = {z e R: I(z) I} . 
Say that z e R is of type (x) if v'(z)-lz occurs in part (x) of the list of 

generators of ker (v, I HIM,) given in Lemma 6.12. Further say z = 
3(XS+klPi+1 VlP') of type (a) has type (a), if and only if p ' m and type (a)2 if 
and only if p I m. Let r(z) denote the power to which V2 occurs in the leading 
term of vl(z)-lz. Among elements z e R of fixed type with 1(z) 1, r(z) and 
dim z determine each other. 

Proposition 6.9 now results in the following table, all but the last line 
of which refers to z =(xg+k/pi+' vI) e R. j =mpi. 

i = ltr= St type (b), if k - 0and s= pt - 1,p t. 
1 = r r=Spi+k type (c), if k > 0, p4'm, and s=pt-1, pl't. 
1= j + 1, r- Spi+k type (a),, if k > 0, p l m, and s otherwise. 
I = j- l, = Spi` - 1, type (d), if k= 1and plm. 
I -ak, r = Spi+k _ pk-2, type (a)2, if k > 1 and pnm. 
1 j, X = O type (f), if z = 1/p -'vI. 

Thus FOR is empty, and this starts the induction. So suppose F1_,R is 
linearly independent. Now it is very easy to see from the table that there 
is for fixed 1 and 'p at most one element z e R of each type. Thus a homo- 
geneous linear relation among elements of FIR must be of the form 
EN azI = 0 with z1 of type (a),2 of te 2, 
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Consider v'- Ea:z,. According to Proposition 6.9, the leading term of 
az, + aZ2 is 
(6.13) -aV~sV(8Pi+2-1)pk 2 Pk-2 a PSVip+2-l)pk-2 

V1 V1 

(using Lemma 3.19), and each element of F11,R contributes its leading term, 
which is described in the table. Since (6.13) occurs in Lemma 6.12 (e) while 
(e) is absent from the table, the coefficient a2 0. Thus a,= 0 also, and 
we have a relation among elements of F,1 R. Thus by induction it is trivial, 
so FIR is independent. This completes the induction and the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 0II 

7. Computation of the differential 
In this section we complete our computation of H2BP, (for p odd) and 

construct a plethora of nonzero classes in H3BP*. Among these classes are 
Yt for t > 0. 

We have already done all the hard work. We have computed H0M = 
E12r0 in the chromatic spectral sequence, and we have seen: 

i) 0 = d,: E,'0 I E12'0 in positive dimensions (Corollary 4.8). 
ii) E? t = EI't 0 for t > 0 (Corollary 3.17). 
iii) E1T' 0l Eli - = in positive dimensions (Theorem 4.2). 
These facts together with Remark 3.8 show that the sequence 

(7.1) 0 > H2BP* -> H M2 *Z HON,3- > H3BP* 
is exact in positive dimensions. 

LEMMA 7.2. Let xI/pi+'v! be one of the generators of H0MJ2 listed in 
Theorem 6.1. Then 0 k*(xS/pi+1VI) e H0N63 unless 

i) s < 0 o0 
ii) n ? 2, s = 1, i- 0, and pf < j < a,. 

In case ii), 

(7.3) *( g )- P- 

Proof. i) is clear, so suppose s > 0. Let n =k + i. Lemma 6.7 implies 
that x xsp' modI(vk+1). Since bk+l > ak > j, it suffices to consider 

PpXk 
+l vI Mod p, x - vrk 2pk 1 2 

VP + terms v1 2vv with a> p p 
and b > 0. Since x y(p) implies xT1 = 'P(pi+l), it suffices to consider the 
sp'th power of this sum. Because 2(pk - pk-2) > ak >- j, the only term in 
Xk PIpilVE' which can map nontrivially is thus 

Spi-V2P)pk (VpkVpki PVpk) 
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The power of v2 here is negative if and only if s 1 and i = 0, and the 
power of v1 is negative if and only if j > pk. This completes the proof. D 

Remark 7.4. Since 

n k n 
M20 , Mo3 

commutes this lemma determines d,: E2 0 -_ E,'30 in positive dimensions. 

Remark 7.5. From Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 7.2 it is now easy to read 
off the structure of H2BP* given in Theorem 2.6. Furthermore, since 
V3/pvlv2 V Im (k*), it survives in (7.1) to H3BP*, and this is Theorem 2.7. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.12. 

The reader may easily construct many elements of HO No' which survive 
to H3BP*. We give some examples of elements of order p, based on the 
next lemma. 

LEMMA 7.6 (Baird). Let S1, ***, so be a sequence of positive integers, and 
let pei be the largest power of p dividing si. Then the sequence 

PA V7' . . . 
V... 

is invariant if and only if i < pei+1 for 1 < i < n. 

Proof. We argue by induction on n. The case n = 0 is clear, so 
suppose that p, v7', * , Vn-1' is invariant and that si ? pei+l for 1 ! i < n - 1. 

If also S,-, < pen then 

Iz= (p, v71, **, VS ') J- (p v, .* VVnP)` 

Now vn is invariant mod I., so VpeP (and hence v8n) is invariant mod J and so 
also mod L 

If on the other hand van is invariant mod I then it is also invariant mod 
the larger ideal vn-1'). But 

mPe _ + mv~mlpe npe tfnl~e mod - Vl) 

so vinpe is invariant mod I only if S,-, < per as desired. D 
Consequently v113/pv71 vs2 e Q0NJ' is a cycle for 1 S 5, K pe2, 1 < pe3, 

1 < s3. Write 

(7.7) 83/82,81 - (v/pv1 v2) e H3 BP* 

From Lemma 7.2 and (7.1) we have: 

COROLLARY 7.8. 0 / 783 /2,81 e H3BP* unless S < S2 = pe3 = s3. In fact, 
these elements are linearly independent. D 
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Remarks 7.9. a) We shall see in Theorem 8.1 that Y, = =-alp- 
and in Theorem 8.6 that =Y n/ p, -- 2a1 (pi)p for n > 1. 

b) There are of course many other nonzero elements of H0 N(. For 
example, by Theorem 5.10, Xs1,pvvk e HIN( for s> 1, 1 k a3,, with 
kI ? p" if s = 1. This provides many elements not included in Lemma 7.6. 
By Lemma 7.2, most of these give rise to nonzero elements in H3BP,. 

c) There is an exact sequence 

0 > 2 -> H3BP*, - 2 - 0. 
In Section 8 we shall investigate the third term in this sequence. 

8. On certain products 

In this section we exploit the H* BP*-module structure of the chromatic 
spectral sequence (Remark 3.5a) to study products in H* BP,. We regard 
this module structure as one of the most powerful computational features 
of the spectral sequence and expect to see further applications of it in the 
future. It enables one to obtain a representative for a product in the 
chromatic E1 term by replacing one factor by its "chromatic representative"; 
for example, S9a, is represented by - v't,/pv, e Q'Mo2 since at is represented 
by -v'/pv, e Q0MO2 and a, is represented by t, e Q1BP,. 

Many of the results of this section are collected in Theorem 2.8. 
We have made no attempt to be systematic; indeed we have restricted 

ourselves to results closely related to the work of earlier sections. In 
particular we leave open the question of the decomposability of ̂ t for t > 1 
and the question of the nontriviality of ftc products. However, we do 
attempt to demonstrate all of the basic techniques for dealing with products 
in the chromatic spectral sequence and many of our results have immediate 
homotopy theoretic consequences. 

The section is divided into six subsections. We begin by showing 
7(v) e HI BP* is decomposable for n > 3. As a consequence of our decom- 
position, we have al 3, =-7Y in stable homotopy; and using a result of 
Thomas and Zahler, we also find that a, Yp-, # 0 in H'BP* and in stable 
homotopy. The next subsection is devoted to an analysis of the products 
a,8tlij e H3BP*. This is our principal result on products and it has numerous 
homotopy-theoretic corollaries; see Theorem 2.15. 

Next we give an algebraic generalization of the first element of order 
p2 in the cokernel of the J-homomorphism; we show inter alia that t divides 
alt in H3BP,. In part D we show that all products of the form a8/i3st/j 
reduce to those studied in part B. We then give an algebraic proof of the 
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known result that the product of any two elements in H' BP, is trivial. 
Finally we show that for p = 2, aB2 =8-28-1 0 in H5BP*. The result 
dampens any hope that the mod 2 Arf invariant question might be resolved 
using the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence. 

A. Decomposability of (2(v"). To begin with we prove a generalization 
of the relation 

a1 Sp-l -11 

(see [23]). Recall the Greek letter map (from before 3.8) 

7Y7 H?(BP*/I,) ) HNA(BP*) . 

THEOREM 8.1. Let p be asrbitrary and n > 2. In H"+'(BP*), 
a IV- = 0 for p s >l 

and 

a,77(4- ) = (-1) t17(vn)-J 

Proof. Let 

Sp * *v (S-2 On-1 
- VI Vf 

V-n1 CQ0 Mon 
P ... V, -2 V~I - 

In the double complex Q* M* we have, using the congruence dv,+1 vI tP4 - 
vPt1 mod In of (1.7), 

diz = sv I- t= 1)[i,2+7( )7 I ) from 3.9 
P *V o-1 p ...a 

dez = Vn)i - v(l)VF+]7(vn~ i) S 1, 

dez =0 (all the powers of v. are positive), s > 1 . 

From 3.3, dz = dez + (-1)"diz so in the double complex 
()[n+1/2] r(sv"P-Ilp ... v.)aj is homologous to 0 if s > 1 and to 

(- 1),f(_- )+2/237(V.+jp ... v.) if s = 1. By our convention concerning the 
use of 7y (see before 3.8), this says that in Hn+'BP* 

( _1)L 'n2 (svP'1)a1 0 if s > 1 
[r,+2] 

( ln (_ 
)L2 t7if s - 1 

This proves the first statement. For s = 1, an analysis of the signs involved 
gives 

-')(vP-1)a = )7(v,+1) always. 

However, '(vP-1) is in cohomological degree n and a1 in degree 1 so 

'Y(vn~ - -Y(e t- =(1) Ct1a(vn ) - 
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This concludes the proof of 8.1. The signs can be somewhat confusing. 
In an attempt to give the reader faith in these signs we offer a more direct 
proof of this last result. 

Let a,: H*BP*/Ikf, H*1-'BP/Ik denote the boundary homomorphism 
associated with the exact sequence 

0 - BP/Ik -' BP*/Ik - BP*/Ik+l 0. 

Then r](vt) = a, * H" BP*, where vt e H0BP*/I-, FFv]. It 
follows from dvn+l V=t vt t, mod In that 

a,"(v+,) tln - v-l't in H'BP*/I,. 

Now tfP is an element in H'BP*/I,_1 so by exactness 

An elementary computation in the cobar complex shows that this is 
- 6"1(v"-)t,. The same computation shows that 

ao .. an(V1+1) = o - ...** an _l(Vn -)t1Y 

i.e., )(v,+,) =-'(vP )1% = -'(vP 1)al 

The argument proceeds from here as in the first proof. D] 
Remarks 8.2. a) Thus al, , -/ mod F2P+111(S0) (using Note 1.12); 

but in this dimension F2P+-' 0 by Remark 1.17. So we have recovered the 
relation in r*(S0). 

b) Thomas and Zahler [32] have shown that for p > 5, 0 + rq(v4) e 
H'(BP*). We have just seen that '(v)= ap-. Combining these two 
results with the fact that alrY-, cannot be a boundary in the Novikov 
spectral sequence (Note 1.12), we find that a,-lp-l # 0 in r*(S0). 

B. The products a, f3lj. Throughout part B, p will be an odd prime. 
We turn now to the study of products of the form alS,/j = S/lj a,. 

The element a1 e HI BP* is represented by t, e Q1 BP*. The element 

( xS.) ='6 ',/, e H2BP* 

is represented by -x9/pvj e Q20MO in the double complex CO (3.3) (see 3.9 for 
the sign). By the module structure, - x9 tl/pvj e Q'Mo2 in the double complex 
represents a, RPf.Ij e H3 BP. We first decide which of these is zero in H'Mo 2 

From the definition of xn, (5.1) we see that x_ v"P" mod (p, v2). Thus from 
6.12 a) and c) for p t s e Z, x4tl/vl is a generator of ker (vl I HIHMl) if n > 0 
and either s t - 1(p) or s- 1(p2), and x" tl/v' is a generator if n > 1 and 
s--1(p) but s -1(p2). 
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Consequently, the set T c HIM,' of classes x' t1/vj for n > 0, 1 < j < an, 

and p):seZ such that if j 1 then either s E -1(p) or s _-(p2), is 
linearly independent. 

Consider the exact sequence 

(8.3) H0 H I H'M2 

Proposition 6.9 shows that (with j = mpi) 

/Xs+ mx~? t 
(ik k) - t, k > 1, j ! ak-l, p 'm 

2 - t , k = 2, i =0, m = p +1 
2+p + , 

(8.4) - ~ 2sW -''2t k ? 3, j = 1 + ak-IJ p | mt 
V1 

- + ~~~~2sv("-"k-l)pk-2 t 
X2_k-2 t + 2S2 ) t 

V?2+ak-1 V1 

k > 3, i = k -2, m - p + 1. 

An excruciatingly painful inspection of the proof of Theorem 6.1 can con- 
vince the reader that the images under a of the remaining generators (for 
H0 M.) are linearly independent modulo the span of T. Combining this with 
the exact sequence (8.3) and recalling that i*(x) = x/p, we have: 

LEMMA 8.5. Let n i 0, p J: s e Z. 1 < i < an. In H'MO2, x" t1/pv>O if 
and only if either i) or ii) holds. 

i) = 1 and either s E -1(p) or s _ (pn+2 

ii) j> 1 + an-( 1)1. 
Furthermore all linear r elations among these classes are given by 

XS t1 _ 1_____ t_ 
- 

p 

X2_+2 t_ - 2sx" ' t1 n ? 1. 

pv2?cn+a pv1 

Here '(a) is the largest integer v such that p" j a. 
We can now prove the central result of this section. 

THEOREM 8.6. Let ni > O, p ts > 1, and 1j < a, with j < p ifs =1. 
In H3BP*, a, f38pn, # 0 if and only if one of the following conditions holds. 

i) j = 1 and either s % -1(p) or s 1(pn+2 

ii) j = l and s = p-1. 
iii) j > 1 + - 

In case ii), we have a148,- =-1, and for n > 1, 2a= y(p_,) =-tpn/pynp (see 
(7.7)). Finally, the only linear relations among these classes are 
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a, 8,p2/2+p = Sa, 8,p2_l S 

al ssp2n+2/2+a+= 2sa, I8s2%2_p n ? 1. 

Proof. As noted above, x- tl/pvn survives to - a, 1f8p in the chromatic 
spectral sequence. So to show this element is nontrivial it suffices to see 
that it is never a boundary. The chromatic spectral sequence lies in the 
first quadrant, so the result follows from Theorem 4.2 (EP', = 0 in positive di- 
mensions) and Corollary 3.17 (E2' 2 = 0) for the non-zero elements of Lemma 8.5. 

All of the other xn t,/pvj represent zero in HI M,2. Thus for these s, n, 
and j, a,/3,P',I lies in filtration 3 of H3BP*. To find a representative for it, 
one must find z e D0MO2 such that diz =x8 t,/pvj and evaluate dez G Q0Mo; for 
dez and -diz are homologous in the total complex. 

There are two distinct types of x tl/pvj which we must check. All of 
them represent elements in H'M,' (as xn t1/vj). Our first type, x"/pv,, 
s = pt - 1, p { t, is already zero here (6.12 c)). Our second type, listed in 
8.4, is nonzero in HIM,' but goes to zero in H1M,2 as in 8.3. We compute 
for the first type now. 

From (5.9) we see that 

d%( 2n+) - tv2P t1 for n 1, 

(8.7) - 2tVstp_,)pfllt for n > 1 
PV1 

inQ*M02. Modp, 
P'a p~t _ n-1 Pn-1 a bI C 

x V2 
- VI V2 v3 + terms v1 v2v3 

with a >pp2 and b > 0. Since 2(pn - pn2) ?1+ a., we find: 

de(p Ad) = v3 t= 

=0 , t >1. 

Thus the element (8.7) survives, and this gives condition ii) and the relation 

2al(p_1)p - -,p,/pnp, for n > 1; for the sign, see Remark 3.8. 
The elements of the second type are just i* (as in (8.3) i*(x) = x/p) of 

those listed in 8.4. Since on the chain level, i* 3(z) = di(zlp)y 

(8.8) de(X?+klP i+2VmP) = 0 

for values of k, i, m as in (8.4). The proof of Lemma 7.2 applies since in all 
cases of (8.4) j ? 1 + ak,-, and bk > 1 + ak-l, and the result follows. 3II 

C. Divisibility of a, /3w.j These products are more highly p-divisible 
than the bare Slj elements. To see this, define cycles j+ e 1 M, for 
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j > 1, i > 0 by 

(8.9) Ek>O id+2-kt-l+k 

where Cjk- (_)k-,(j -1, k - 1). Note that 

yj j+j = de yi+j 
for yi+, as in Theorem 4.2 b), and that for j > 1, 

pi+2(j 1)VhT7); 

so yji+, is indeed a cycle. Notice also that for i > 1, 

Pyj,i+1 -Y, 

and that if pi divides j then 
-tl 

i+s V+ = , p Iv 
It is convenient to prove here the assertion of Remark 4.9 d). 

LEMMA 8.10. For i > 0, y1,X+1 = 0 in H'M,2. 
Proof. Since py1,i+=1 ijl~, it suffices to see that t,/pv, = y1,1 is nonzero 

in H'M,2. Now in the diagram (with q = 2(p - 1)) 

Ho, qM11 HO, 0M02 

H 1 >M H1,OMMl H,02 

the two L-shaped pieces are exact, and 0 # {t,} ho e H, qM20 is carried to 
{y1,1}. But by Theorems 5.3 and 6.1 the top groups are 0, so {Y1,1} # 0. D 

Recall from Corollary 6.5 that x"/pi+l'v e Q0M02 is a cycle for i < n and 
pi I j ? an,-. In contrast, we have 

LEMMA 8.11. Let p > 2. Then x3yj,i+1 e Q1MMO is a cycle for 0 < i < n 
and j < a.-j. 

Proof. Let 1 be so large that all terms of x, yji+, lie in IF = v-'BP sBP/ 
(p+1' vP') c Q'MO2. IF is a Hopf algebroid with coefficient algebra v' -BP*/ 
(pl1', vPe), and it suffices to show x3 yji+l is a cycle in its cobar construction. 

Recall (Proposition 6.4) that x, (and hence x") is invariant modulo the 
ideal 12, (p"+ 1 ..., ptvlta, .. .) We claim that I2,yji+, = 0. Clearly 

(n,>Ojisjsk)y8ji+j = 0, where Jji,k = (kpi+2-k, V+k-l); and we claim that 
I2,n C Jjif,k for all k > 0 and the stated values of n, i, and j. 

The condition n > i insures that pn+l e Jj,i,k for all k > 0. 
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Now p"tvat e Jji,, 
if either n - t > i + 2 + v(k) - k (where v(k) is the 

largest integer v such that p' I k) or at > j + k - 1. Thus we claim that 
n - t < i + 2 + v(k) - k implies 

(8.12) at j + k-1. 

The first statement is equivalent to 
(8.13) t > (it-A) + t 
where m = k4-1--(k). Notice that n > 0 and am > k. If n-i = 0, then 
j= 1 and (8.12) follows from am > k. Otherwise (8.13) implies that 
at > an-i + am; and (8.12) follows since a_-i > j and am > k. 

Write x = xy, yji+, Then Ay=y y)1 + 1 &y, and we have 

d(xy) xy ( l - x(y fDl + l+ 1 y) + 1 ? xy 
1 l xy - x 0Y 
(YR(X)-X) G I,&Y-= 0 

since I~, is invariant and I2,,y = 0. ?I 
We may now apply the technique of proof of Lemma 7.2 to show that 

de(X;Yisi+i) e Q'Mo is nonzero if and only if s < 0 or s - 1, i - 0, and j > pn. 
Thus with these exceptions x, ,yj i+ is a cycle in Q'N2. Define 

(8.14) ass )7l= (xs yj,i+,) C H3 BP, 
so that for i > 0 

(8.15) Po25 pn/j,i+l )p/ji 
and if pi divides j then 

(8.16) Ue/jil(l8nj~ 

In particular op/t,2 is the well-known element such that POP/,,2= x-lSp; it 
survives in the Novikov spectral sequence to the first element of order p2 

not in the image of the J-homomorphism. Notice that more generally s 
divides (,l S8 in H3 BP*. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.8 c). 

D. Products with other elements of H' BP*. By convention let 0nj = 0 

for j ? 0. 
PROPOSITION 8.17. Let p be odd. Let s and t be prime to p, let m, n > 0, 

and let1< j<a,,with j< p ift 1. Then in H3BP*, 

a8pm/m+,l6tpt/ij Saj 3tp"/j-8PM+1 m 

Proof. H* BP* acts on H* Nl through H*(BP*/p). The element 
a eH'BP* reduces to sv1Pm'-t, e H(BP*/p). Hence, since 7 is H*BP*- 
linear, 
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pm/1M+Itp-/j apm/m+I72(Xn/Pvj) - SXt/pv p +1) - Dx 

E. Triviality of H'(BP*) * H1(BP*). We next prove Theorem 2.2 b): 

THEOREM 8.18. Let p be odd. Then H'(BP*) * H'(BP) = 0. 

Pr oof. By Theorem 2.2 a) it suffices to show that 

a8Pm/nm+i atpn/n7+1 = 0 

for s and t positive and prime to p, and m, n > 0. In Q'BP*, 

(Xtp'77/n~l ={z>1 ( i n- ) P la ti 

Thus in Q'M.', 

(8.19) Vp apI - E pm+tp+2i 
p ?n+I tp'A/n+I P i / P 2 

We claim that this is a boundary in the total complex C*, and the theorem 
follows. In fact, 

tpn vSPm_+tpn VsP* 

SpFM + tpn pm+n+2 J pM+l tpn/n+i 

To see this, note that this boundary is by definition 

tp n SpMn + tpn 
l 

VSP__+tpn___ t 
(8.20) (8m--t L.i ~ ~ pmn2 spM + tpn E>-1 i pm+n.+2-i 

We claim that (8.19) and (8.20) are equal term-by-term. That is, for 
1 ? i < m- + n + l, 

(8.21) (tp\) ( tpn )(Sp pi+ t) mod pm+fn+2-i 

For i = 21, 2this is clear (for p odd) so suppose i > 2. For p = 3 and i = 3, 
compute directly. Otherwise (again for p odd), pi-2 does not divide i!, so 
(8.21) follows from the obvious congruence 

(tp n) ... (tp" - i + 1) -_ tp n(sp + tpn - 1) ... (spM + tp - + 1) 
mod pwm+t z 

F. On the Ar]f invariant. The element v2j/2v~3 e Q0Mo, p = 2, survives 
by Section 4 in the chromatic spectral sequence to a nontrivial element 
i%2j 2j e H2BP,. If it survives in the Novikov spectral sequence then it 
represents an element in zw(SO) of Arf invariant 1 ([35]; see also ? 9 below). 

The work of Milgram and others leads one to expect 

in theNov= alsi2jt ll-a 

in the Novikov spectral sequence. It is well-known that the analogous 
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product in the Adams E2-term is trivial, but it might be hoped that it is 
nonzero for large j in the Novikov E2-term. This is unfortunately not the 
case: 

PROPOSITION 8.22. In H4BP. for p = 2, f1j,2j = 0 fo j > 0. 

Recall (Corollary 4.22) that 8,/5 = 0. 

Proof. First compute the mod 2 reduction of l2i/2i 

81( 23,) V2J tlj -_ V12+l tl23 t2i+l _ VSit2i 

2vl22 2vi3 2 

0 1 1 V t1 ) _t ? t1 + vlti' ? t~' (mod 2) . 

So , is represented in the chromatic spectral sequence by v2j t2i ? t2/2vl2 e 
Q2 M2. Now an easy calculation shows that this is the boundary of 

V2j-1-3 tl23 +V2i- tl2i eQX 

2X,-1.3 
+ 

2i2-1 ? e 2112iI 

Furthermore, this element is killed by the external differential de, so 
i/2 = as desired. D 

9. The Thom reduction 

In this section we study the map 

(P: ExtBp*IB,(BP,*, BP.) > ExtA*(F,., F,) 
induced by the Thom map 0: BP-- H. Here H is the mod p Eilenberg- 
MacLane spectrum and A* = H* H is the dual Steenrod algebra. We restrict 
ourselves to p odd. By studying the I-adic filtration on ExtBP*BP(BP*, BP*) 
(where I = (p, v, *.. ) = ker (BP* - F.)), we evaluate <) on Ext' and Ext2. 
This puts a strong upper bound on the possible survivors in Ext2 (Ff, F,) in 
the Adams spectral sequence, analogous to the mod 2 results of [13] (as 
corrected by [38] Prop. 3.3.7). 

Recall that 

A* = E[eo, el, ... ] F[t1, t2, . . .] with to = 1, 
At - t( t- 

AeX - E>ei ?tPLi + een 

Thus e. is the Hopf conjugate of Milnor's z-, [17], and tn, is the conjugate of 
d. Zahler [35] showed that t. v-* t, under 

* : BP* BP >A* . 

From the work of Liulevicius [12], we recall the following facts. 
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(9.1) ExtA* (FP, FP) = FP 

(9.2) ExtA* (FP, FP) has generators 

aO =j{eO} 

h - {t} i > . 

(9.3) Ext'. (Fp, FP) has generators 
a= {2e, tl + eO ( tI} 

bi = tE-i ( 2 tp"(P-j, ( tpij iO 

b- 2t t + Y 
, 

i > 0 

k 
- {2t' ? tW'~l + t~p ? t~P+} i > 0 

2 ao, 
ao hi , i > O. 

hihit j' -i1 > i > 0. 

THEOREM 9.4. Let p > 2. a) (Novikov [21]) (D maps the generators of 
H' BP, given in Theorem 2.2 to zero with the following single exception: 

(pacl= ho 

b) (D maps the generators of H2BP* given in Theorem 2.6 to zero with 
the following exceptions: 

0,82 = ko 
(D'Spi/pi-l = hohi+l y i > 0 t 

S%/pi -bi , i > 0. 

Proof. Let I = (p, vj, * * *) be the augmentation ideal of BP,. Give the 
comodule MO" the I-adic filtration: that is, for k e Z, vE e Fk MO" if and only if 
Lei > k. This induces a filtration on the subcomodule No". Since I is 
invariant, these are filtrations by subcomodules. 

Now the exact sequence 

0 - NO" - M- NNos' - 0 

has the property that for all k, 

(9.5) 0 - FkNo >> FkMo -N+ 0 

is exact. If we filter Q2* N" by 

FkQ*No= Q*FkNs 

then it follows from (9.5) that the connecting homomorphism 
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is filtration-preserving. Thus 

I~: H INos- > Ht+8 BP* 
is filtration-preserving. 

Now [16] Q*(BP*/I) is isomorphic to the unnormalized cobar construc- 
tion of the Hopf algebra F,[t,, t2, ...]; and Q* BP* a - Q*(BP*/I) induces the 
Thom reduction (D. Thus (D kills FIH* BP,. So for x e HtN0, <>(fx) # 0 
only if x 0 F'Ht N,8. 

To prove a), note that for n > 0, p ) s, VgPfl/pn+l A F No' if and only if 

sp" - (n + 1) < 1; 

i.e., if and only if n = 0, s = 1. Further, 7(v,/p) = t,, and this proves the 
result. 

In b) we are concerned with (xs/pi+Iv5) for n > 0, p 1 s > 1, i > 0, 
> 1, p'Ii |< ali with j < pn if s = 1. Since the term in xn having lowest 

filtration is v", xs/lpi+' vi ? F1 No' if and only if 

Sp - (i + 1) - j < 1 

For i > 1, spn is minimized by s = 1 and j is maximized by j = pia2i, but 
still pn - (i + 1) - p a2i> 1. For i = 0, we may have either 

i) s =1 and pt-1? j A pls or 
ii) s = 2, n = 0, j 1. 
We compute <I7(xn/pvfn) and leave the other cases to the reader. Note 

that xjlpvl" = vP'/pvP. Now 

1 ( vii") v t1 - mod2F' 
61Vpn vPntpll p 

_ n -bitmod F1. D 

COROLLARY 9.6. Let p > 2. In the classical Adamns spectral sequence 
for the sphere, 

a) (Liulevicius [12], Shimnada- Yamnanoshita [28]) Of the generators 
(9.2) of ExtA,(Fp, Fr), only a,, ho can survive, and 

b) Of the generators (9.3) of ExtA*(Fp, Fr), only the following can 
survive in the Adamns spectral sequence: a,, b, (i > 0), Ic,, aO, Chnh (i > 2), 
and if p =3, aoh, 

Remnark 9.7. a) Of course a, survives to p and h, to a,1. This is 
Novikov's proof of the mod p Hopf invariant 1 theorem. It works also for 
p = 2; we leave the details to the reader. 
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b) a, survives to a2, bo to i,, k, to f2, h0h2 to p and if p = 3, a0h, 
survives to a,/2. The element b, supports the "Toda differential." The 
second author has used the stabilizer algebras to show that for p > 3, d2p, 

,pf/Pn # 0 in the Novikov spectral sequence for all n > 1. This implies that 
b. dies in the Adams spectral sequence for all n > 1, p > 3 (see [37]). 

Proof of Corollary 9.6. The map BP-->H induces a map from the 
Novikov spectral sequence to the Adams spectral sequence. Thus for any 
survivor in Ext'*(Fp, Fp) there corresponds a survivor in H' BP, with 
0o i? ? 2. HO(BP*) survives to 7ro(S0)(p, _ Z(p,; so a' can survive. The image 
of the J-homomorphism maps isomorphically to H' BP*, and the only 
elements of Ext'*(Fp, Fp) surviving to Im J are a, and, if p = 3, a0h,. Any 
other survivor must be in the image of (D and the result follows from 
Theorem 9.4. C] 

10. Concluding remarks 

The computability of the cohomology of the Morava stabilizer algebras, 
H* Mn, was the motivating force behind this entire project. However, in 
retrospect, the attentive reader may observe that we needed very little 
information about H* Mn in this work. In fact we have only used the 
structure of H* M2? and the nontriviality of ho, h, and C2 e H'M2?. Stronger 
use of H* Mn? will presumably lead to other homotopy-theoretic results. 

For example, the second author has computed H* M2 for p > 3 and used 
it to detect elements in H* BP*. The natural map BP*-- M? induces a 
reduction map H* BP* H11H*2M, and he proved that / e H3BP* reduces 
nontrivially if and only if t J 0, 1 (mod p). This shows not only that 7, # 0 
but also that p 4 yt for these t. 

In our view the next step in this program should be the computation 
of the second column H* MO' of the chromatic E1-term, at least for p > 3. 
Since H* M2 is a 12-dimensional vector space over K(2)* for p > 3, this 
problem appears to be tractable using our Bockstein spectral sequences. 
We have computed H0 MO here and obtained H2 BP* and Jt # 0 as essentially 
immediate corollaries. Our partial computation of H' MO' has given us 
considerable information on products of a's and fl's. Complete information 
on these products and the decomposability of the -'s could come from having 
all of H'Mg1. Similarly, the proper partial information about H2MO' could 
give results about products of the form /38 ft. The spectral sequence 
behaves very well with respect to products. Although we have restricted 
our attention to products that used computations we had already made we 
have attempted to demonstrate all of the basic techniques needed to handle 
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products in the spectral sequence. 
Many of the elements of stable homotopy in the various programs for 

constructing infinite families show up in HIM." These groups are also the 
most accessible because Ho MO' c MO' naturally. So perhaps there is a real 
hope that they can be computed. In particular we have not computed 
HIM,, for the prime 2. 

Finally, H2BP* provides an enormous supply of potential homotopy. 
It would be very interesting to understand the subquotient of stable 
homotopy represented by this line as well as we understand the image of 
the J-homomorphism. 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 
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